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Why 
Compass?
Discover how we're helping buyers

find their place in the world

every day, one home at a time.



Our community
Collaborative and connected, our agents

enjoy direct access to the countr's top

properties and the 15,000+ brokers who 

represent them. But just as we leverage 

our national network, we're also keenly 

attuned to the nuances that make each 

market so special.

Our homes
Our in-house marketing and advertising 

agency ensures that every Compass listing 

is portrayed beautifully and anthentically, 

elevating your search to the next level. Ans 

with Coming Soon, your agent can show 

your properties ahead of anyone else in 

the market.

Our platform
Developed in-house, all of our technology 

is designed to enhance your experience. 

Together, you and your agent can filter 

and sort properties across custom 

parameters, compare market trends, and 

comment on listings in real time.
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By the numbers

#1
Our rank among

independently-owned

brokerages nationwide

$88 billion
Total value of homes sold 

to date across all 

Compass markets

$1.5 billion
Capital raised

at a $6.4 billion

company valuation

100K+
Compass transactions 

closed across the

country in 2019



Our dynamic search allows you

to simply type in what you're looking 

for — no scanning through endless 

rows of checkboxes. Want to narrow 

down to only certain areas of a 

neighborhood? No problem — you 

can draw custom map boundaries to 

only see results where you want them

Collections tool

Search

Intelligent technology

Our staff hails from

innovative companies

around the world:

Compass is home to 15,000+ agents

in 300+ offices spanning 130+ cities.

Where we are

Your own visual portfolio of

homes, this platform allows you,

your agent, and anyone else

involved in the search to share

and track listings. Comment in

real time and receive automatic

pricing and status updates —

all in one, centralized place. 

Our products are each 

developed to simplify your 

search at every turn.

A talented team



Only at Compass:
 
An exclusive first look

Be the first to see the new homes

with Compass Coming Soon,

which. affords you a glimpse 

of select listings before they 

officially come on the market.
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